SEVEN DEADLY SINS: REMEDIAL MODEL

7 DEADLY SINS 7 CHRISTIAN VIRTUES (THE REMEDIES)

Pride  Humility
Envy  Charity
Covetousness  Largess
Anger  Peace
Sloth  Patience
Gluttony  Abstinence
Lechery  Chastity

THEOLOGICAL MODEL OF SEVEN VIRTUES

SPIRITUAL VIRTUES:
(also called "Ordinal" virtues)
Faith
Hope
Charity

CARDINAL VIRTUES:
(also called "Pagan" virtues)
Prudence
Temperance
Justice
Fortitude

THE ORDERS OF THE PRIESTHOOD

THREE MAJOR ORDERS
PRIEST
DEACON
SUB-DEACON

ACOLYTE

FOUR MINOR ORDERS:
LECTOR
EXORCIST
OSTIARY

THREE ORDERS OF SOCIETY

ORATORES  (Those who pray: the secular clergy (priests) and regular clergy (monks))
BELLATORES  (Those who fight--and rule: knights, aristocrats, dukes and kings)
LABORES  (Those who work: i.e., everybody else.)